License plate detection is a challenging problem due to the large visual variations in complex environments, such as motion blur, occlusion, and lighting changes. An advanced discriminative model is needed to accurately segment license plates from the backgrounds. However, effective models for the problem tend to be computationally prohibitive. To address these two conflicting challenges, we propose to detect license plate based on two CNNs, a shallow CNN and a deep CNN. The shallow CNN is used to quickly remove most of the background regions to reduce the computation cost, and the deep CNN is used to detect license plate in the remaining regions. These two CNNs are trained end to end and are complementary to each other to guarantee the detection precision with low computation cost. Experimental results show that the proposed method is promising for license plate detection.
Introduction
License plate recognition is an important and popular research issue in image processing and computer vision. Applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] based on license plate detection are playing an increasingly important role in our daily life, such as unattended parking lots, security control of restricted areas, congestion pricing, and automatic toll collection. License plate detection is the basis of license plate recognition. Although the research of license plate detection started relatively early, the detection systems today are still not perfect; a number of factors such as motion blur, occlusion, and lighting changes can lead to large visual variations in plate appearance, which can severely degrade the performance of the license plate detector.
The license plate feature is usually designed manually based on the license plate standard defined by the industry, such as text, edge, and color. Category Specific Extremal Region proposed by Matos [1] is a representative of the method based on the characteristics of the text region. This algorithm does not need to set a global threshold for the characters and background of the license region and is robust to motion blur, lighting changes, and occlusion. However, this algorithm requires that the characters and background of individual license can be binarized and thus cannot handle the situation of license staining, motion blur, and intense lighting. Besides, if the license includes certain characters of which the pixels are not simply connected, the algorithm cannot be used directly. Liang [2] used Sobel [6] operator to detect edges in the input image, applied mathematical morphology processing to the image to obtain connected candidate regions of the license plate, and analyzed the candidate regions to locate the license plate region. License plate detection based on edge features has relatively high detection efficiency, especially in the situation in which the environment is constrained such as the front gate. Nevertheless, this kind of methods is sensitive to edge noise and illumination; it is difficult to apply this kind of methods to complex scene.
Viola [7] proposed a cascade classifier based on Haarlike feature. It is successfully applied to face detection, text detection, and license plate detection. However, due to the simple nature of the Haar feature, it is relatively weak in the uncontrolled environments. CNN is very popular in object detection now. Garcia [8] successfully applied CNN to face detection. Chen [9] modified the CNN's structure to detect the license plate, and the results turned out to be remarkable. Compared to previous hand-crafted features, CNN [10] automatically learns the features of licenses plate through tremendous training data. It is stable to geometric transformation, shape changes, and illumination changes. Xie [11] proposed a CNN-based framework for multidirectional license plate detection. Kurpie [12] modelled a CNN which produced a score for each image subregion to estimate the locations of license plates by combining the results obtained from sparse overlapping regions. Masood [13] proposed a deep CNN which could work across a variety of license plate templates. License plate detection based on CNN has achieved promising results and is more robust than traditional methods. However, exhaustively scanning the full image with a deep CNN is not a practical solution, since there is mass amount of scanning windows that need to be classified, which has a very high computational cost.
To reduce the computational cost, we propose to detect license plate based on two CNNs, a shallow CNN and a deep CNN. The shallow CNN is used to quickly remove most of the background regions to reduce the computation cost, and the deep CNN is used to detect license plate in the remaining regions. The two CNNs are trained end to end and are complementary to each other to guarantee the detection precision with low computation cost.
Methods

Overall Framework.
The overall framework of our license plate detector is shown in Figure 1 (a), and the structures of the two CNNs are shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. Given a test image, the shallow CNN scans the whole image densely to quickly reject most of the candidate windows. The remaining candidate regions will be classified by the deep CNN. Compared with the shallow CNN, the deep CNN is more powerful but slower since it is more complicated. We adopt the nonmaximum suppression (NMS) to the regions that passed the deep CNN to eliminate highly overlapped detection windows and finally obtain the plate's location.
The Shallow CNN.
The shallow CNN is used to quickly scan the testing image to reject most of the candidate windows. A 140 * 40 window is used to scan the whole image densely to obtain a map of confidence scores; the size of the map is as follows:
where W and H are the width and height of the input image and the stride is 5 pixels in x direction and 2 pixels in y direction. The shallow CNN is used to quickly remove most of the candidate windows; therefore, it just has 4 layers for time efficiency. The first layer is a convolution layer followed by a max pooling layer. The next layer is also a convolution layer. The last layer is a fully connected layer, which has a soft-max of 2 outputs. When training the shallow CNN, we increase the weight of the positive sample in the loss, which exacerbates the punishment of making a wrong classification for the positive samples. At the same time, we decrease the weight of the negative samples in the loss. That is, the shallow CNN will have high false positive rate and low miss rate. The false positives which passed the shallow CNN will be rejected by the following deep CNN. Figure 2 shows an example of the candidate regions obtained by the shallow CNN.
The Deep CNN.
We use the Alex Net [14] as the deep CNN for license plate detection. The structure of the deep CNN is shown in Figure 1(c) . The deep CNN is a powerful binary classifier. The deep CNN extracts the Hierarchical Feature through multilayer convolutional layers and gets invariance by pooling layer through down-sampling and finally classifies the images by a fully connected layer on the top.
Alex Net uses a method called Local Response Normalization. Meantime, Alex Net uses dropout when selecting the nodes. Both promote the performances of Alex Net. However, the simplest method to enhance the model's performance and avoid over-fitting is to increase the size of training data. The data we used comes from cameras on road which capture vehicles' image under natural scene. We label the license plate manually to collect 10774 license plates positive samples and randomly select 10029 patches from nonlicense plate regions to establish negative samples. These positive and negative samples are resized to 227 * 227 to fine-tune a pretrained Alex Net model.
The shallow CNN rejects most of the detection windows while keeping almost all of the license plate regions. The remaining candidate windows are classified by the deep CNN. If a candidate window is classified as a license plate, we add it into a ranked list L, ranked by the score given by the deep CNN. And we apply nonmaximum suppression to get the final license plate location. That is, for each candidate window W in L, starting with the highest score, we remove all windows that overlap with W, since two license plates will not overlap with each other in real scenes.
Baseline: Remove Candidate Regions by Edge Density
To evaluate the proposed method, we also implement a baseline; that is, we use the edge density as feature to remove candidate regions as in [15] . There are many edges in the license plates formed by the characters and the background. Therefore, edge density can be used to remove candidate regions. We use Sobel operator for edge detection [16] . Technically, it is a discrete difference operator, used to compute image illumination function's gradient approximation. Using this operator to process any point in the image can produce the corresponding gradient vector. This operator includes two matrices of 3 * 3 which represent transverse and portrait. Letting it convolute with the image will get brightness difference approximation of transverse and portrait. Let A represent the original image and and represent edge detection image of transverse and portrait; the function is presented as follows:
Owing to plate's edge feature, here we only compute the | |. The most intense response production is which X is perpendicular with, that is, vertical edge.
We use sliding window method to scan the whole image and compute the average edge density of every corresponding window. Similar to [15] , we divide each window into 3 small windows and compute the difference between the 3 small windows; if the difference is too large, the window will be rejected. The window size and the strides in x and y directions are the same as in Section 2.2. 
Experiments
Datasets.
We collected a complex and challenging vehicle dataset called BIT-Vehicle Dataset to test our method. BITVehicle Dataset is a complex and challenging dataset, which includes 10400 labelled vehicle images. The dataset has 1600 * 1200 and 1920 * 1080 resolution's images, but the top or bottom parts of some vehicles are not included in the images because of the capturing delay and the size of the vehicle. They are captured by two cameras at different time and place. The reason why the dataset is complex and challenging is that the images include differences in illumination, surface color, and angle of view. Figure 3 shows some sample images of the dataset. We split the dataset as training set, validation set, and testing set. The training set contains 8400 images, the validation set contains 1200 images, and the testing set contains 800 images.
Results.
We implemented the proposed plate detector using the Cafe library and tested our program on BIT-Vehicle Dataset. When training the shallow and deep CNN, we use the labelled license plates in the training set as positive samples and randomly select nonlicense plate regions as negative samples. The number of positive samples is 10774, which is more than the number of images in the training set; this is because some images contain more than one license plate as shown in Figure 3 Just like what we expected, deep CNN can classify the candidate regions very well. The reason why the deep CNN can achieve high performance is that our images in our dataset are captured under different scenes with different viewing angles and under different illumination conditions and CNN can learn discriminative features from the training data automatically.
We enhance the accuracy rate, and our model can detect license plate faster. We implement this model on café and it can proceed 6 frames per second on a computer without GPU. With GPU's accelerating, our model's efficiency will be promoted dramatically and can detect license plate in real time.
Comparison Results.
The experiment is divided into two parts. One is based on edge detection and CNN, and we regard its results as a baseline. The other is based on shallow and deep CNN. Finally, we compare the experimental results of the two methods as in Table 1 .
The shallow and deep CNN perform better than the baseline; the reason is that the parameters of the baseline are set manually, but the parameters of the shallow CNN are learned from the data. Figure 4 shows some detection results.
We also compare the running time of our method and just use deep CNN to detect license plate in sliding windows manner on a computer with an Intel Core i5-3230M CPU (2.6GHz). The average running time for one image with resolution 1600 * 1200 is about 166 ms for our method and is about 500 ms for just using deep CNN to detect license plate in sliding windows manner.
Conclusions
In this article, we propose a license plate detection method based on cascade architecture. Firstly, a shallow CNN is used for time efficiency. A shallow CNN scans the whole image densely to quickly eliminate most nonlicense plate regions. Secondly, a deep CNN is used to classify the remaining regions to detect the license plate. Finally, we use nonmaximum suppression (NMS) to get the final license plate region. By using shallow and deep CNNs, we can detect license plate fast and accurately. We test out the method on BIT-Vehicle Dataset and the result shows that the proposed method promotes both the accuracy and the time efficiency.
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